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I bag a bike for the week, a recent-model KTM 450EXC
with extra handlebar risers to accommodate the lankyframed. You bend it, you lose a percentage of a €700
deposit. I partially fill my Kriega hydration backpack
(in a normal day I drink cactus amounts, so I naively
only take one litre, though I’ll end up needing two, the
next day I’ll gulp three). John gives a curt briefing (ie,
pay attention, your life depends on the information I am
about to bestow), then we’re set free in the wild and are
immediately rodeoing in a sandy river bed. 25 minutes
in, and our Berliner Aussie, Daniel, has his collarbones
dislocated by his wild steed exiting a steep bank. He’ll
be OK after a day off and some happy sweets.

1061 kilometres ribbon before us. A round trip of 642
miles to the edge of the Sahara and back, pre-plotted by
the Moto Aventures Land Rover, memorised by satnav
and then traced as a meandering line. Your motorbike
is shown as a small arrow in the centre of the screen.
‘Just follow the magenta line,’ says our guide, John
Griffiths, casually. He will be some miles behind sweeping
up stragglers, the broken down or injured. Only a few
years ago, the complicated day-book route of an enduro
rider needed to be laboriously drawn-up on long rolls of
paper that were fitted inside a Heath Robinson Perspex
box mounted to the handlebars. Navigating wide
unmarked tracts, often with few landmarks, was a stab
in an Atlantic ocean void.
Trepidation before the trip, measured on a scale from
zero to ten, I rated myself at eight. Sideburn Gary said
my 20 years of road riding, minimal green laning, halfbaked attempt at a couple of seasons of flat track and
some general bravado are a good enough foundation.
A month before leaving I threw myself into a fitness
regime of daily 30-minute jogs, wearing a hooded fur
coat to try to replicate the sweat-lodge that would soon
ensconce me. I rounded off each run with 15 minutes

of pre-ski-holiday stretching exercises. But after two
weeks’ haulage of 14½ stone, un-sprung, I developed a
third knee (infrapatellar bursitis), so persevered with
the floor exercises, without the coat.
From Marrakech airport we take a gut-lurching threeand-a-half hour minibus ride over the Atlas Mountains,
destination Ouarzazate, delayed slightly as we
manoeuvre around the remnants of a four-vehicle pile-up.
Local traffic seems to consider overtaking uphill, fully
laden, under-powered, on a blind bend a safe bet.
Miraculously, the badly bent dodgems haven’t been
sent into the abyss below. ‘Tawakalna ala Allah.’*
Once at the hotel we just have time for a late-night toast
to adventures ahead. There are 14 of us, aged 30 to 52;
six Brits, seven Americans and an Australian (living in
Berlin). Only four of the group already know one
another, but there is camaraderie in sharing the same
bucket list adventure. Our combined skill-sets include:
litigation law; barista; engineer; architect; pirate
security; marijuana farming and deep sea welding, so
we pretty much have every eventuality covered.
* ‘I place my absolute trust in Allah.’
Often used when driving.

We head north and cross the shallow but fast-flowing
Dadès River. I’m a six-year-old who loves splashing
in puddles so this trouser drenching is fun, and once
caked in dust they’ll dry off in no time. We climb rocky
switchback trails in the southern foothills of the High
Atlas. We come to a metalled section, the R307, and a
fantastic series of erratic, seismograph bends. The
knobbly Motoz tyres that have just been gobbling rock
rubble seem just as happy bent on their ear, carving
tarmac. We enter the the Drâa valley. Four of the
American guys are from bike gear brand ICON, and
they’re flying in loose formation, standing on their
pegs no matter the terrain. Effortless. They become
silhouettes on the back-lit horizon, looking like Biblical
prophets on turbocharged Segways.
As we each have satnav, you don’t have to keep up with
a leader or wait for cautious slow-coaches, you can travel
at your own tempo. Riding in a group of three or four is
best for some competitive ragging. He up front will be
guinea pig to unforeseen surprises of route deviation
or stray goats, he at the back will be coughing in a dust
cloud. Either way, there always seems to be a carrot in
front of my donkey, geeing me on faster and faster.
Using the Garmin Montana 600 GPS is similar to a
PlayStation game, but one you’ve never been on before,
constantly changing tack, and where buckets of real
water and dust clouds get thrown in your face. Once you
think you’re getting the hang of it, you invariably fall
over. And you might break bones or at least get a bloody
bruising, so don’t get cocky, this is real life after all.
Steering your machine so that it stays on the line is not as
easy as it sounds, and you don’t even get the help of the
nice robot lady who inhabits domestic satnav, with

dulcet tones forewarning you of which roundabout exit
to take. As 95 per cent of the trip is off road, even when
following truck ruts on the more frequented stretches,
you need to keep a close eye on the game unfolding as
our trail may veer off at an unexpected tangent up hill
or down dale. If your eye flick-down checks get
complacent, it’s very easy to over-shoot the line and
carry on, at which point the line will have vanished
off-screen and the wee arrow will be marooned all alone
in the wilderness. You then need to stop, zoom out from
the satnav’s default 25-metre-high bird’s-eye view until
you can see the line again and back-track to it. >>

The rich red ochre sandstone of the high-rise Dadès
Gorge contrasts zingingly with river-irrigated greenery,
so lush it looks like bad Photoshop. Women wash clothes
at the water’s edge. Men prod soil. It’s a timeless world,
and even though we are exposed to the elements, we’re
perversely merely skimming through. Vagrant kids
pop up like meerkats, always excited to see galloping
foreign horsemen. We’ve been told not to pander to
their begging but do reward them with a few dinar for
standing thigh-deep in wilder river sections to mark
out the most sure-footed traverse.
The early evening sun mellows the stark light. We parkup at the imposing four-star Hotel Xaluca in Boumalen
Dades and meet other pale-skinned human beings who
have spent a pleasant touristic day travelling by airconditioned charabanc. They seem intrigued that their
roof-top hot tub is filling up with dusty tattooed wrecks.
Before leaving home, I bought a large paper map of North
Africa and a note book, specifically to chart our voyage’s
progress with the scientific notations of an intrepid
explorer. But I keel over after only one beer.

Hussein, the Moto Aventures Berber mechanic, works
hard to keep the fleet of 14 KTMs in fine fettle. One
night he’s up until 2am changing a pair of forks. Each
morning it’s such a luxury to just throw your leg over
without having to check anything. The only thing to
worry about is the loose nut riding it.
Second day in the saddle and 263 kilometres ahead of
us to Erfoud. Muscles are already feeling wooden. Eat to
max capacity at the breakfast buffet, but as with foreign
skiing holidays, the body needs time to adapt to the
nuances of the new environment and diet. My normally
iron-lined stomach reacts with two days of constipation
followed by five of the runs. I walk like a badly-oiled
stormtrooper out of the lobby to the car park. I’m very
glad our bikes are not kick-start. Our bulky luggage
(change of clothes, etc) goes with a second back-up 4x4
to each new night’s stop.

A few minutes later we’re hacking south east at 90kmh
across open plains towards the Jbel Saghro mountain
range. Just some scrub bushes and a few small boulders
to avoid. BAM! I hit a large invisible pimple and get
catapulted up. I’m no supercrosser or yogi but I strike
the Superman pose, hands still gripping the bars, legs
stretched out behind, feet level with my head. In the
following nanosecond I imagine slamming down on my
balls and rebounding over the front mudguard to
concertina teeth-first into a crumpled mess in the dirt.
But instead, as gravity reels me in, my feet somehow line
up one in front of the other on the narrow seat and I ride
out a standing pose on the level ground the other side.
One cat-life struck off, I ease the pace and start the climb
for the 2442-metre summit. Life is good. Sinuous twists.
Stunning views. Lamb couscous lunch at Auberge Azurite
in the village of Mecissi. Thankfully the heat is not
stifling. Fatigue becomes a pleasant fug, days of the
week start to blur. The magenta line draws ever on.
An inverted tear-drop shape, spanning an area of 125
square kilometres, 20km west of the Algerian border
(closed since 1994). ‘Don’t stray too far, they’ll chuck
you in the slammer,’ says John. The giant golden sand
pit of Erg Chebbi, with the 150-metre-high Cathedral
Dunes in its centre, pushes up the skyline. We detach
our satnavs. Our bearings removed. This is the only
section of the tour where John rides with us and gives
us specific technical instruction as to how to proceed in
this alien environment. If an episode of The Mighty
Boosh were to be written about motocross, they would
surely be riding over mountains of caramel blancmange.
The reality doesn’t feel any less weird. It’s not like
riding in snow, or treacle. Hussein deflates our tyres
for extra traction but the wheels still spin furiously for
purchase. It’s like being unintentionally drunk, your
sober thoughts can’t work out why the ground is so
wobbly. When you fall there is a recovery procedure so
you don’t entrench the bike deeper and knacker yourself
out: drag the bike’s front wheel downhill; stand up-slope
of the bike and lever it upright; ride back down the
incline you’ve just struggled up, build your speed steadily

then turn back up hill. Without knowing what’s on the
backside of the face you’re speeding up, it’s not wise to
launch yourself skyward off the summit. On the highest
peaks the bike will naturally sump-out on the sharp
edge, so it’s easy to stop instantaneously.
The sense of scale plays tricks with normal parameters
of perspective. A rider who one moment was sat primed
next to you, straddling their bike, elbows up, bottom
cheeks clenched, will, after a sand rooster-flash, become
a mere speck in the distance, way above or below you.
Momentum is key. Commit to a line and carve a steady
furrow, weight rearward to better load the spinning back
wheel, but not so far back you lose the rudder of the
front tyre. Watch out for sporadic sprouts of camel grass
on descent. It looks innocent enough but has a large,
hard root ball that will act as a stunt ramp if you hit it.
A dune’s shallower windward slope is hard to define, so
you’re more likely to drop off the edge. The far steeper
leeward side, known as the slip face, has wisps of sand
blowing off the crest and the way the light falls on its
surface creates contrast with its surroundings, so it’s
clearly defined. Riding the dunes is an edifying
challenge. Today the sky is not picture postcard blue,
there’s a big rain storm coming in, but the glow of the
amorphous sand is still spell-binding.
Our heroism fully puffed up, we head for lunch, but John
clocks a man down in a neighbouring dune bowl. A
sprawled mess is apparent. A rider in a small group of
German motocrossers with no guide has violently overstepped the intricate laws of physics on his frisky twostroke Kawasaki. John immediately steps in, realising
the seriousness of the situation and returns to the hotel
for the Land Cruiser. Back broken in two places, and his
foot. Picking up or even moving him could result in
paralysis. After burrowing underneath him and locking
his fragile body in position with a vacuum stretcher,
they carefully lift him on a steel Marsden Mat and he’s
driven to the nearest hospital, 150km away. Roberto,
from our group, is an ex-firefighter and clicks into 911
mode to accompany them. We take the rest of the day off
and sit out the storm. >>

The next day, and Merzouga to N’Kob is a mammoth
370km, with the 150km cut short from yesterday
added to today’s slog. The landscape changes yet again.
The acacia-dotted savanna looks like lion and elephant
land, but we see only camels. The group dynamic adopts
speed. It’s like jet skiing on a ripple-free lake. Increased
speed always means increased danger but we’re
unstoppable. The magenta line leads us across the
middle of nowhere to a welcome ‘Moroccan whisky’
(fresh, very sugared mint tea) at a Berber encampment,
Ouzina Rimal. The fuel stop in the next village has its
GPS coordinates marked on a hand-painted sign. There’s
no other way you’d ever find it otherwise. There’s no
concrete forecourt, it’s just bare red soil. The fuel is
decanted from dirty three-litre plastic drinks bottles.
We’re off grid, there are no jacuzzis here.
There are only 30km to go, but we sensibly halt for a
tea break in the small town of Tazzarine. George and
Mark have been happy to keep a steady pace at the
back of the pack. George must be crossed-eye with
fatigue as he rides straight past our 13 bright orange
motorbikes stacked-up outside a small cafe. He steams
on before anyone can whistle him back. Ten kilometres
into the desert, still religiously following the magenta
line, but very much alone, he has a bout of Tourette’s
and does a U-turn. Everyone is flagging, so we play safe
and take tarmac back to the hotel, the snug Kasbah
Imdoukal in a narrow back-street of N’Kob.

The small unheated pool is very welcome. Chicken
kebab and pool-chilled Moroccan beer then bed before
midnight, as usual. At 4.30am, muezzins blare Allahu
Akbah over cranky PAs strung up from local mosques,
but the daily call to prayer has now been fully
assimilated and no one stirs.
A more modest 200km for the last day’s riding. We
start with a warm-up of rutted sandy riverbed before
up and over the Jbel Saghro mountain range for the
second time on this tour, but via the south this time,
with spectacular views over Monument Valley and north
towards the snow-tipped Atlas Mountains. Everyone
squeezes out their last and bolts for Ouarzazate
(christened WheresItAt by the Americans), teasing the
envelope of sensibility between adrenalin thrill and
silly mistake. Fatigue and blisters have never felt like
such a badge of honour. You can’t afford the €1750
(plus flights and beer money) price tag? Sell a kidney,
it’s good value for money.

The Sideburn Sunburn tour was a new venture
whereby we endorse an existing tour (or maybe
in the future, schools) with our royal seal of
approval for Fun, Excellence and Professionalism.
We advertise the trip to Sideburn readers and
entice both the well-travelled and the not-soexperienced out onto the vertical slopes of
adventure.
Gary had joined Moto Aventures in Morocco
earlier in the year and was very impressed with
the set-up, and despite having been on many
exciting bike trips around the globe he deemed
his trip to the Sahara to be a chart-topping hit.
We needed a minimum of ten riders to make the
trip feasible, we had 20 show an interest and
settled on 14.
www.MotoAventures.com

